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Extreme events and the summer of 2021

GERMAN FLOODS 2021: Global warming made the 
heavy summer rainfall between 3% and 19% 
stronger, and 1.2 to nine times more likely



Infrastructure vulnerabilities
Call for government to “get a grip” on climate 

change impacts

There is overwhelming evidence that climate 
change is already having an impact on UK 

infrastructure.

“This Government must finally recognise that 
prevention is better than cure and move on from 

their dangerously reactive approach to risk 
management.”

Dame Margaret Beckett MP



Summer of 2021

Courtesy Paul Davies

Blocked Pattern causing persistent weather extremes

New York Floods Germany floods Zhengzhou floods
US/Canadian 

Heat Dome Siberian wildfiresNew York Floods



Summer of 2022

• Same blocked conditions led 
to a ‘heatdome’ over Europe

• 40degC in the UK!
• Records broken in many 

locations

• What will happen this year?
 



Increasing heatwave trends over the midlatitudes and Europe

Rousi et al. 2022 Nat Comms https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-31432-y



FUTURE-STORMS

Unprecedented intensities?

Kahraman et al., 2021, GRL, DOI: 
10.1029/2020GL092361

Changes to storm size and movement as well as intensity 
with global warming

“Slow-moving storms could 
become 14 times more 
common over land by the 
end of the century in a 
worst-case scenario. The 
slower a storm moves, the 
more rain it dumps on a 
small area and the greater 
the risk of serious flooding.”



FUTURE-STORMS

Future intense storms projected to 
become more frequent, and slow 

moving

Unprecedented intensities?

Kahraman et al., 2021, GRL, DOI: 10.1029/2020GL092361

Changes to storm size and movement as well as 
intensity with global warming



FUTURE-STORMSMore large heavy precipitation systems

Percentage mean precipitation attributable to larger (1000+ km2) heavy 
precipitation systems 

UK Met Office
Present-Day

 Hindcast

ETH-Zürich
Present-Day

 Hindcast

ETH-Zürich
Future-Climate

UK-Met Office
Future-Climate

UK-Met Office
Present-Day

GCM

Chan et al. Nature Comms E&E, 2023
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What is a Sting-Jet?
A distinct mesoscale air flow that descends from the mid-troposphere 

inside the cloud head into the frontal fracture of a Shapiro-Keyser 
cyclone

Clark and Gray 
(2018)

3-D Structure

SJ: Sting-Jet    CCB: Cold Conveyor Belt   WCB: Warm Conveyor Belt

Sting Jet Footprint

Sting jets produce narrow 
swathe of very intense wind 

gustshttps://theconversation.com/why-storm-eunice-was-so-severe-and-will-
violent-wind-storms-become-more-common-177468
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Projected Increase in Extreme Windstorms and Sting 
jets over UK
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Projected Change in Windstorm 
Severity

Large contribution from 
windstorms with sting jets to 
changes in most extreme 
events

20-30% increase in severity for each 
n-year Return Period

10-year event is projected to occur 
once every 5-6 years in future

Example Sting Jet 
Footprint
- Similar event from 

UKCP18 to Storm 
Eunice seen in 
February 2022

Future (2070s)

Manning et al. (In Review, WACE)
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Extreme Wind and Rain Footprints from 
ExtraTropical-Cyclones

• Projected increase in the land area experiencing combined 
wind-rain extremes

• This is not explained by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation
• Possible contributions from dynamical changes

Example Footprints
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Warming-induced changes to 
Tropical Cyclones

• Reduced frequency of TCs globally but 
increased intensity

Chand et al. Nature 2022, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-022-01388-4
Ali et al. in review, GRL

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-022-01388-4


Using process understanding and expert 
judgement to produce storylines of plausible 

extreme events for risk assessment

Storyline of a past event, but storylines can also be 
produced for plausible extremes in current and future 
climates

de Bruijn et al., 2016, Nat. Haz.

Storylines allow planning and management strategies 
to be tested during crisis situations 

Shepherd et al., 2018, Climatic Change

STORMY-WEATHER
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Developing Storylines of Plausible Worst-Case Scenarios

Quantitative Understanding of Projected Changes for Cyclones over the UK with ~ 4oC Warming

Cold sector
• 30% increase in windstorm 

intensity, highest winds in 
cold sector

• Increased contributions 
from sting jets (Storms 
such as Eunice & ’87 are 
more likely)

• Larger wind footprints due 
to increased winds 
throughout cyclone

• Increased 1-hourly rainfall 
from convective showers

More intense storms
• Changes in cyclones 

tracks & large-scale 
drivers (e.g. jet stream)

• Increased latent heating

Warm sector
• Hourly rainfall intensity changes close to CC-

scaling
• Rainfall footprint volume (incl. area, duration, 

intensities) are ~70% higher
• Potentially modulated by cyclone track 

changes
• Increased frequency of combined wind-rain 

extremes due to warm jet

SJ

Warm Jet

Dependence between wind & rainfall hazards
• Changes shown will not apply to all 

cyclones equally
• Cyclones with extreme wind and rainfall 

footprints jointly exceeding 2-year RL are 
60% more likely

• Most extreme wind & rainfall footprints tend 
to occur in isolation, modulated by the 
strength of the jet stream



Transdisciplinary partnerships are key to providing 
relevant information for climate resilience

FUTURE DRAINAGE 
New rainfall uplifts for 
urban drainage design

100y hourly return level increase

Future increases in 
hourly precipitation 
extremes (UK-average 
central estimate of 28%)

• Aim: To provide revised rainfall 
uplifts for climate change in 
line with UKCP18, to assess the 
uncertainty in these rainfall 
uplifts and provide new 
guidance for urban drainage 
design and modelling surface 
water flooding in urban areas

• In consultation with stakeholders, 
translated into information 
usable to UK water resource 
stakeholders for climate change 
adaptation 

FUTURE-DRAINAGE
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